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The following is a brief status report on all Official XOOPS Teams. This report does not contain
information regarding the status of the Local Support Communities or individual Module
development projects.

The information presented is by no means comprehensive, but it is the most detailed
information I could gather over the past week. If there are errors or omissions that need
corrected, please post your corrections in the comments to this report so that anyone
with appropriate permissions can update this report.

You will notice that N/A is present quite frequently. This means that either information was not
available, or not applicable. You will also notice the status of Unknown/Inactive. This means
that the status of the team was not able to be determined, or the team is indeed inactive. Again,
if there are omissions or errors, please post your corrections here.

To all of the Local Support Communities and individual developers who reported in with their
status, Thank You! You've shown a great deal of openess and community spirit and it is greatly
appreciated. You all are doing a fine job!

To all of the volunteers who replied offering their assistance, Thank You! We are compiling a list
of wiling volunteers as well as tasks that need to be completed. Furthermore, if you are
interested in volunteering for any of the teams who are seeking volunteers, please contact the
person listed with your skills and availability.

Best Regards,

James Morris

Team: Quality Assurance Team
Team Leader: Dave_L & Marco
Active Members:
Dave_L
Marco
Current Status/Projects:
Quote:

Marco wrote:
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Well, what's next in QA Area on xoops ?

For now, here are our short-term goals :
1 /Release a new version of our tool for modules, adding some improvements detected
during our first POC. Make a new POC if necessary.
1bis / Release publicly QA Results for our first POC (Formulaire module)
2/Look for a dedicated module that will suit your needs much better than MS Excel
(seems GIJOE has some ideas on that point)
3/ Modify xoops.org module repository to add one (or more) dedicated field for QA.
4/ Move our QA works in a proper area : should it be in core dev area, documentation
area, or in a dedicated area ?
5/ Decide collectively with core and module developers if those tests have to be made
by devs themselves or by QA Team members (testers). I personally think we can
imagine that module developers, as they add their module in download repository, have
to set to "Yes" the QA field to indicate their module is passing the QA requirements. If
not, calculate how many xoopsers we need to make QA certification,and also call for
new members. Set our internal rules (which module have to be certified, when, who ?)

Then
6/ Help core with xoops 2.3 debugging during alpha, beta and RC stage of our product
7/ Update our tool for 2.3x series

Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact Marco

Team: WOX Team
Team Leader: m0nty
Active Members:
m0nty
kaotik
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: Xoops Community Support Team
Team Leader: Stewdio
Active Members: N/A
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact Stewdio

Team: Liaison Team
Team Leader: jdseymour
Active Members:
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Philou
Current Status/Projects:
Quote:

jdseymour wrote:

Over the past year have reviewed and approved around 10 new
local support sites. Tried in the beginning to get more activity and
discussion about improving communications between all support sites,
but momentum stopped and thread turned to negative subjects.

Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact jdseymour
Additional Comments:
Quote:

jdseymour wrote:

Suggestions for improvement:

1. First I think that a new forum (public) should be created for user
input and so some announcements (and local support site news) can be
easily submitted.

2. The addition of active members to help (hopefully multilingual but
not necessary) to help with the communications with the individual
local support sites on a more direct basis. With around 25 total local
support sites it should be broken down to at lease 5 per
representative of XOOPS.org. Hopefully enough to break it down even
further for more direct contact.

Have the leaders of the local support sites actively supply news and
share ideas. Help in translation of news and events both ways. To not
feel alone or alien from this main site (we all need to work together.

At this time, due to my work (which they insure me will improve) I am
unable to continue on my own and do need a team to delegate and help
with activities of the team.

Team: Forum Moderators
Team Leader: bluenova
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Active Members:
bender
bluenova
davidl2
Marco
smdcom
gediminasbyt
jensclas
JMorris
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: Module Repository Team
Team Leader: bluenova
Active Members:
bluenova
davidl2
kavaXtreme
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact bluenova

Team: Marketing & Communications Team
Team Leader: wtravel
Active Members:
wtravel
Mamba
m0nty
alitan
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact wtravel

Team: FAQ Maintenance
Team Leader:
Active Members:
carnuke
Dave_L
hervet
marcan
tedsmith
jensclas
rowdie
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A
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Team: Server Admin Team
Team Leader: Ackbarr
Active Members:
Ackbarr
JMorris
JDSeymour
Current Status/Projects:
Quote:

JMorris wrote:

We are currently preparing for the restructuring of the XOOPS websites.

Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact Ackbarr

Team: Core Development Team
Team Leader: Skalpa
Active Members:
Skalpa
phppp
Current Status/Projects: Seehttp://devteam.xoops.org/
Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact Skalpa

====================================================================

Team: Module Developer Team
Team Leader: N/A
Active Members:
hervet
phppp
marcan
Current Status/Projects: Innactive (on "Core Modules").http://dev.xoops.org/ is being
maintained by hervet and phppp.
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: Documentation Team
Team Leader: Carnuke
Active Members: N/A
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Current Status/Projects: Unknown/Inactive (Major initiative to restore the documentation is
currently under way. See: Revival of the docs section ... going wiki)
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: BETA Testing Team
Team Leader: Marco
Active Members: N/A
Current Status/Projects: Unknown/Inactive
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: Theme Design Team
Team Leader: Philou
Active Members: N/A
Current Status/Projects: Unknown/Inactive
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: Advisers Team
Team Leader: N/A
Active Members:
w4z004
Bunny
Current Status/Projects: Unknown/Inactive
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: XOOPS News Team
Team Leader: N/A
Active Members:
bender
hervet
kaotik
Current Status/Projects: Unknown/Inactive
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A
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The following is a brief status report on all Official XOOPS Teams. This report does not contain
information regarding the status of the Local Support Communities or individual Module
development projects.

The information presented is by no means comprehensive, but it is the most detailed
information I could gather over the past week. If there are errors or omissions that need
corrected, please post your corrections in the comments to this report so that anyone
with appropriate permissions can update this report.

You will notice that N/A is present quite frequently. This means that either information was not
available, or not applicable. You will also notice the status of Unknown/Inactive. This means
that the status of the team was not able to be determined, or the team is indeed inactive. Again,
if there are omissions or errors, please post your corrections here.

To all of the Local Support Communities and individual developers who reported in with their
status, Thank You! You've shown a great deal of openess and community spirit and it is greatly
appreciated. You all are doing a fine job!

To all of the volunteers who replied offering their assistance, Thank You! We are compiling a list
of wiling volunteers as well as tasks that need to be completed. Furthermore, if you are
interested in volunteering for any of the teams who are seeking volunteers, please contact the
person listed with your skills and availability.

Best Regards,

James Morris

Team: Quality Assurance Team
Team Leader: Dave_L & Marco
Active Members:
Dave_L
Marco
Current Status/Projects:
Quote:

Marco wrote:

Well, what's next in QA Area on xoops ?

For now, here are our short-term goals :
1 /Release a new version of our tool for modules, adding some improvements detected
during our first POC. Make a new POC if necessary.
1bis / Release publicly QA Results for our first POC (Formulaire module)
2/Look for a dedicated module that will suit your needs much better than MS Excel
(seems GIJOE has some ideas on that point)
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3/ Modify xoops.org module repository to add one (or more) dedicated field for QA.
4/ Move our QA works in a proper area : should it be in core dev area, documentation
area, or in a dedicated area ?
5/ Decide collectively with core and module developers if those tests have to be made
by devs themselves or by QA Team members (testers). I personally think we can
imagine that module developers, as they add their module in download repository, have
to set to "Yes" the QA field to indicate their module is passing the QA requirements. If
not, calculate how many xoopsers we need to make QA certification,and also call for
new members. Set our internal rules (which module have to be certified, when, who ?)

Then
6/ Help core with xoops 2.3 debugging during alpha, beta and RC stage of our product
7/ Update our tool for 2.3x series

Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact Marco

Team: WOX Team
Team Leader: m0nty
Active Members:
m0nty
kaotik
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: Xoops Community Support Team
Team Leader: Stewdio
Active Members: N/A
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact Stewdio

Team: Liaison Team
Team Leader: jdseymour
Active Members:
Philou
Current Status/Projects:
Quote:

jdseymour wrote:

Over the past year have reviewed and approved around 10 new
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local support sites. Tried in the beginning to get more activity and
discussion about improving communications between all support sites,
but momentum stopped and thread turned to negative subjects.

Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact jdseymour
Additional Comments:
Quote:

jdseymour wrote:

Suggestions for improvement:

1. First I think that a new forum (public) should be created for user
input and so some announcements (and local support site news) can be
easily submitted.

2. The addition of active members to help (hopefully multilingual but
not necessary) to help with the communications with the individual
local support sites on a more direct basis. With around 25 total local
support sites it should be broken down to at lease 5 per
representative of XOOPS.org. Hopefully enough to break it down even
further for more direct contact.

Have the leaders of the local support sites actively supply news and
share ideas. Help in translation of news and events both ways. To not
feel alone or alien from this main site (we all need to work together.

At this time, due to my work (which they insure me will improve) I am
unable to continue on my own and do need a team to delegate and help
with activities of the team.

Team: Forum Moderators
Team Leader: bluenova
Active Members:
bender
bluenova
davidl2
Marco
smdcom
gediminasbyt
jensclas
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JMorris
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: Module Repository Team
Team Leader: bluenova
Active Members:
bluenova
davidl2
kavaXtreme
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact bluenova

Team: Marketing & Communications Team
Team Leader: wtravel
Active Members:
wtravel
Mamba
m0nty
alitan
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact wtravel

Team: FAQ Maintenance
Team Leader:
Active Members:
carnuke
Dave_L
hervet
marcan
tedsmith
jensclas
rowdie
Current Status/Projects: N/A
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: Server Admin Team
Team Leader: Ackbarr
Active Members:
Ackbarr
JMorris
JDSeymour
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Current Status/Projects:
Quote:

JMorris wrote:

We are currently preparing for the restructuring of the XOOPS websites.

Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact Ackbarr

Team: Core Development Team
Team Leader: Skalpa
Active Members:
Skalpa
phppp
Current Status/Projects: Seehttp://devteam.xoops.org/
Currently Seeking Volunteers: Contact Skalpa

====================================================================

Team: Module Developer Team
Team Leader: N/A
Active Members:
hervet
phppp
marcan
Current Status/Projects: Innactive (on "Core Modules").http://dev.xoops.org/ is being
maintained by hervet and phppp.
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: Documentation Team
Team Leader: Carnuke
Active Members: N/A
Current Status/Projects: Unknown/Inactive (Major initiative to restore the documentation is
currently under way. See: Revival of the docs section ... going wiki)
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: BETA Testing Team
Team Leader: Marco
Active Members: N/A
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Current Status/Projects: Unknown/Inactive
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: Theme Design Team
Team Leader: Philou
Active Members: N/A
Current Status/Projects: Unknown/Inactive
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: Advisers Team
Team Leader: N/A
Active Members:
w4z004
Bunny
Current Status/Projects: Unknown/Inactive
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A

Team: XOOPS News Team
Team Leader: N/A
Active Members:
bender
hervet
kaotik
Current Status/Projects: Unknown/Inactive
Currently Seeking Volunteers: N/A
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